Painting Party Package For Consultants

Be a part of the hottest business trend sweeping the USA!

Sip Paint Smile inc.
Sip Paint Smile Consultant Program

A Winning Approach

Sip Paint Smile is the answer to the growing painting party demand. The S.P.S way allows for anyone interested to become apart of an opportunity, to increase income and host events. It can be set up as a stand alone turn key painting party business were can use you own home as your base.

Any One Can Paint! Any One Host!

You don’t need to be an artist to host a Painting Party. The process is simplified with our step by step instructions. Its as simple as that. No worries we offer How To videos on line and on demand training for all consultants.

Glass Design Parties

We also offer Glass design parties to add even a little more fun to hosting. Adults and kid parties welcome there are designs for every one.

Paint & Smile Kids

We as so please to offer our Super Fun Kids Painting Plans, These plans are handled the same way as the adult classes minus the wine.

Paint & Smile Kids Plans are for all ages and themes.

Sip Paint Smile inc.
How we Help!

SPS Inc. will provide the following support services for the benefit of Painting Consultants: office space, On-line Support: Video Logs for "How To's", Marketing Materials: Social Media Access and Materials, Business cards, Car Magnets, Window Decals. On Demand Support: Weekly Updates and motivational materials. On-line Booking Materials: Web site "Page with active news letters and CRM support for clients. Office Space: We have a Main Location to be used with ample notification for Painting Consultants that want to host their own events.

1-On-1 Coaching

Helpful How-to Videos

Weekly Update
How it Works!
Sip Paint Smile uses step by step layer instructions, we do not believe in stencils or tracing designs in advance. We have seen it and know that all it takes is a great instructor and you can lead them to artistic wonders. We have yet to have a party where a painter was not able to complete a design. The How To videos will show you how to guide them. Here is a simple example this to a new consultant 15 minutes to do them selves.